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ABSTRACT
Semantic Similarity relates to computing the similarity be-
tween concepts which are not lexicographically similar. We
investigate approaches to computing semantic similarity by
mapping terms (concepts) to an ontology and by examin-
ing their relationships in that ontology. Some of the most
popular semantic similarity methods are implemented and
evaluated using WordNet as the underlying reference ontol-
ogy. Building upon the idea of semantic similarity, a novel
information retrieval method is also proposed. This method
is capable of detecting similarities between documents con-
taining semantically similar but not necessarily lexicograph-
ically similar terms. The proposed method has been eval-
uated in retrieval of images and documents on the Web.
The experimental results demonstrated very promising per-
formance improvements over state-of-the-art information re-
trieval methods.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Informa-
tion Search and Retrieval—Retrieval Models, Query Formu-
lation,Search Process; H.3.1 [Information Storage and
Retrieval]: Content Analysis and Indexing—Dictionaries,
Thesauruses

General Terms
Performance, Experimentation, Algorithms

Keywords
Information Retrieval, Semantic Similarity, WordNet, World
Wide Web
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1. INTRODUCTION
Information retrieval is currently being applied in a vari-

ety of application domains from database systems to Web
information search engines. The main idea is to locate doc-
uments that contain terms that the users specify in queries.
The lack of common terms in two documents does not nec-
essarily mean that the documents are not related. Retrieval,
by classical information retrieval models (e.g., Vector Space,
Probabilistic, Boolean) [14] is based on lexicographic term
matching. However, two terms can be semantically similar
(e.g., can be synonyms or have similar meaning) although
they are lexicographically different. Therefore, retrieval by
classical retrieval methods will fail to retrieve documents
with semantically similar terms. This is exactly the prob-
lem this work is addressing.

In the first part of this work we propose discovering se-
mantically similar terms using WordNet 1. Several methods
have been implemented and evaluated. In the second part
of this work we propose the Semantic Similarity Retrieval
Model (SSRM), a general document similarity and informa-
tion retrieval method suitable for retrieval in conventional
document collections and the Web. Initially, SSRM com-
putes tf · idf weights to term representations of documents.
These representations are then augmented by semantically
similar terms (which are discovered from WordNet by apply-
ing a semantic query in the neighborhood of each term) and
by re-computing weights to all new and pre-existing terms.
Finally, document similarity is computed by associating se-
mantically similar terms in the documents and in the queries
respectively and by accumulating their similarities.

The term-based Vector Space Model (VSM) [20] (the
state-of-the-art document retrieval method) and SSRM (our
proposed retrieval method), have been implemented and
evaluated on a retrieval system for images and documents
on the Web [26]. The system stores a crawl of the Web
with more that 1,5 million Web pages with images. SSRM
demonstrated very promising performance achieving signif-
icantly better precision and recall than VSM.

The contributions of the proposed work are summarized
in the following:

• A framework and a system for evaluating the perfor-
mance of several semantic similarity methods in Word-

1http://wordnet.princeton.edu



Net is implemented. The system is available on the
Web 2.

• SSRM, a novel information retrieval model based on
the integration of semantic similarity methods in doc-
ument matching is proposed.

• SSRM and VSM have been evaluated and integrated
into a fully automated information retrieval method
for Web pages and images in Web pages. This system
is also available on the Web 3.

The rest of this paper in organized as follows: Semantic
similarity methods and their application to the WordNet lex-
ical ontology are discussed in Sec. 2. The proposed semantic
similarity retrieval model is presented in Sec. 3. A proto-
type Web retrieval system integrating SSRM is presented in
Sec. 4. Experimental results are presented in Sec. 5 followed
by conclusions in Sec. 6.

2. WORDNET AND SEMANTIC SIMILAR-
ITY METHODS

WordNet 4 is an on-line lexical reference system devel-
oped at Princeton University. WordNet attempts to model
the lexical knowledge of a native speaker of English. Word-
Net can also be seen as an ontology for natural language
terms. It contains around 100,000 terms, organized into
taxonomic hierarchies. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs
are grouped into synonym sets (synsets). The synsets are
also organized into senses (i.e., corresponding to different
meanings of the same term or concept). The synsets (or
concepts) are related to other synsets higher or lower in
the hierarchy by different types of relationships. The most
common relationships are the Hyponym/Hypernym (i.e., Is-
A relationships), and the Meronym/Holonym (i.e., Part-Of
relationships). There are, nine noun and several verb Is-A
hierarchies (adjectives and adverbs are not organized into Is-
A hierarchies). Fig. 1 illustrates a fragment of the WordNet
Is-A hierarchy.

It is commonly argued that language semantics are mostly
captured by nouns (and noun phrases) so that it is common
to built retrieval methods based on noun representations ex-
tracted from documents and queries. In the following, we
only use the nouns and the Hyponym/Hypernym relation-
ships from WordNet.

Several methods for determining semantic similarity be-
tween terms have been proposed in the literature and most
of them have been tested on WordNet 5. Similarity mea-
sures apply only for nouns and verbs in WordNet (taxonomic
properties for adverbs and adjectives do not exist). Semantic
similarity methods are classified into four main categories:

Edge Counting Methods: Measure the similarity be-
tween two terms (concepts) as a function of the length
of the path linking the terms and on the position of
the terms in the taxonomy [13, 17, 27, 5, 4].

Information Content Methods: Measure the difference
in information content of the two terms as a function of

2http://www.ece.tuc.gr/similarity
3http://www.ece.tuc.gr/intellisearch
4http://wordnet.princeton.edu
5http://marimba.d.umn.edu/cgi-bin/similarity/similari-
ty.cgi
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Figure 1: A fragment of the WordNet Is-A hierar-
chy.

their probability of occurrence in a corpus [8, 15, 6, 3].
In this work information content is computed accord-
ing to [21]: WordNet is used as a statistical resource
for computing the probabilities of occurrence of terms.
This approach is independent of the corpus and also
guarantees that the information content of each term
is less than the information content of its subsumed
terms. This constraint is common to all methods of
this category. Computing information content from a
corpus does not always guarantee this requirement.

Feature based Methods: Measure the similarity be-
tween two terms as a function of their properties (e.g.,
their definitions or ”glosses” in WordNet) or based on
their relationships to other similar terms in the taxon-
omy [23].

Hybrid methods combine the above ideas [19].

Semantic similarity methods can also be distinguished be-
tween:

Single Ontology similarity methods assuming that the
terms which are compared are from the same ontol-
ogy (e.g., WordNet).

Cross Ontology similarity methods for comparing terms
from two different ontologies (e.g., WordNet and
MeSH 6, an ontology for medical terms developed by
the U.S. National Library of Medicine).

An important observation and a desirable property of
most semantic similarity methods is that they assign higher
similarity to terms which are close together (in terms of path
length) and lower in the hierarchy (more specific terms),
than to terms which are equally close together but higher in
the hierarchy (more general terms).

6http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/meshhome.html



Edge counting and information content methods work by
exploiting structure information (i.e., position of terms) and
information content of terms in a hierarchy and are best
suited for comparing terms from the same ontology. Because
the structure and information content of different ontologies
are not directly comparable, cross ontology similarity meth-
ods usually call for hybrid or feature based methods.

The focus of this work is on single ontology methods. All
methods above are implemented and integrated into a se-
mantic similarity system which is available on the Web 7.
Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of this system. The system
communicates with WordNet 2.0. Each term is represented
by its tree hierarchy (corresponding to an XML file) which is
stored in the XML repository. These XML files are created
using the WordNet XML Web-Service8. The information
content of all terms is also computed in advance and stored
separately in the information content database. The user
is provided with several options at the user interface (e.g.,
sense selection, method selection).
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Figure 2: Semantic Similarity System.

3. SEMANTIC SIMILARITY RETRIEVAL
MODEL (SSRM)

Queries and documents are syntactically analyzed and re-
duced into term (noun) vectors. A term is usually defined as
a stemmed non stop-word. Very infrequent or very frequent
terms are eliminated. Each term in this vector is repre-
sented by its weight. The weight of a term is computed as
a function of its frequency of occurrence in the document
collection and can be defined in many different ways. The
term frequency - inverse document frequency (tf ·idf) model
[20] is used for computing the weight. Typically, the weight
di of a term i in a document is computed as

di = tfi · idfi, (1)

7http://www.ece.tuc.gr/similarity
8http://wnws.sourceforge.net

where tfi is the frequency of term i in the document and
idfi is the inverse frequency of i in the whole document col-
lection. The formulae is slightly modified for queries to give
more emphasis to query terms.

Traditionally, the similarity between two documents (e.g.,
a query q and a document d) is computed according to the
Vector Space Model (VSM) [20] as the cosine of the inner
product between their document vectors

Sim(q, d) =

P

i
qidi

p
P

i
q2

i

p
P

i
d2

i

, (2)

where qi and di are the weights in the two vector represen-
tations. Given a query, all documents are ranked according
to their similarity with the query. This model is also known
as bag of words model and is the state-of-the-art model for
document retrieval.

The lack of common terms in two documents does not
necessarily mean that the documents are unrelated. Simi-
larly, relevant documents may not contain the same terms.
Semantically similar concepts may be expressed in different
words in the documents and the queries, and direct compari-
son by word-based VSM is not effective. For example, VSM
will not recognize synonyms or semantically similar terms
(e.g., ”car”, ”automobile”).

We propose discovering semantically similar terms using
WordNet and semantic similarity methods. The evaluation
of the semantic similarity methods indicate that the method
by [5] is particularly effective, achieving up to 82% correla-
tion with results obtained by humans (Sec. 5.1).

Term

T=0.7T=0.9

T=0.5
Hypernyms

Hyponyms

Figure 3: Term expansion using WordNet.

In the sequel, SSRM works in three steps:

Term Re-Weighting: The weight qi of each query term
i is adjusted based on its relationships with other se-
mantically similar terms j within the same vector

qi = qi +

j 6=i
X

sim(i,j)≥t

qjsim(i, j), (3)



where t is a user defined threshold (t = 0.8 in
this work). This formulae suggests assigning higher
weights to semantically similar terms within the query
(e.g., ”railway”, ”train”, ”metro”). The weights of
non-similar terms remain unchanged (e.g., ”train”,
”house”).

Term Expansion: First, the query is augmented by syn-
onym terms (the most common sense is taken). Then,
the query is augmented by hyponyms and hypernyms
which are semantically similar to terms already in the
query. Fig. 3 illustrates this process: Each query term
is represented by its WordNet tree hierarchy. The
neighborhood of the term is examined and all terms
with similarity greater than threshold T (T = 0.9
in this work) are also included in the query vector.
This expansion may include terms more than one level
higher or lower than the original term. Then, each
query term i is assigned a weight as follows

qi =

(

Pi6=j

sim(i,j)≥T
1
n
qjsim(i, j), i is a new term

qi +
Pi6=j

sim(i,j)≥T
1
n
qjsim(i, j), i had weight qi,

(4)
where n is the number of hyponyms of each expanded
term j. For hypernyms n = 1. The summation is
taken over all terms j introducing terms to the query.
It is possible for a term to introduce terms that al-
ready existed in the query. It is also possible that the
same term is introduced by more than one other terms.
Eq. 4 suggests taking the weights of the original query
terms into account and that the contribution of each
term in assigning weights to query terms is normalized
by the number n of its hyponyms.

Document Similarity: The similarity between an ex-
panded and re-weighted query q and a document d

is computed as

Sim(q, d) =

P

i

P

j
qidjsim(i, j)

P

i

P

j
qidj

, (5)

where i and j are terms in the query and the doc-
ument respectively. Query terms are expanded and
re-weighted according to the previous steps while doc-
ument terms dj are computed as tf · idf terms (they
are neither expanded nor re-weighted). The similarity
measure above is normalized in the range [0,1].

Expanding the query with a threshold T will introduce
new terms depending also on the position of the terms in the
taxonomy: More specific terms (lower in the taxonomy) are
more likely to expand than more general terms (higher in the
taxonomy). Notice finally that expansion with low thresh-
old values T (e.g., T = 0.5) is likely to introduce many new
terms and diffuse the topic of the query (topic drift). In this
work work T = 0.9 (the query is expanded only with very
similar terms). The specification of T requires further inves-
tigation (e.g., appropriate threshold values can be learned
by training). Word sense disambiguation [11] can also be ap-
plied to detecting the correct sense to expand (rather than
expanding the most common sense of each term).

3.1 Discussion
WordNet has been used many times in information re-

trieval research with unsatisfactory results in most cases.

Voorhees [24] proposed expanding query terms with syn-
onyms, hyponyms and hypernyms but did not propose an
analytic method for setting the weights of these terms.
Voorhees reported some improvement for short queries, but
little or no improvement for long queries. Richardson and
Smeaton [16] proposed taking the summation of the seman-
tic similarities between all possible combinations of docu-
ment and query terms. However, they ignored the relevant
significance of terms (as captured by tf · idf weights) and
neither they considered term expansion nor re-weighting.
Their method degraded the performance of retrievals. Our
proposed method combines ideas from both these methods,
takes term weights into account, introduces a analytic and
intuitive term expansion and re-weighting method (as op-
posed to the ad-hoc method by Voorhees [24]) and suggests
a document similarity formulae that takes the above infor-
mation into account.

Similarly to VSM, our proposed model allows for non-
binary weights in queries and in documents (initial weights
are computed using the standard tf · idf formulae). The
model also allows for ordering the retrieved documents by
decreasing similarity to the query taking into account that
two documents may match only partially (i.e., a retrieved
document need not contain all query terms).

SSRM relaxes the requirement of classical retrieval mod-
els that conceptually similar terms are mutually independent
(known also as ”synonymy problem”). It takes into account
all possible dependencies between terms during its expan-
sion and re-weighting steps. Their dependence is expressed
quantitatively by virtue of their semantic similarity and this
information is taken explicitly into account in the computa-
tion of document similarity. Notice however the quadratic
time complexity of SSRM due to Eq. 5 as opposed to the
linear time complexity of Eq. 2 of VSM. SSRM approxi-
mates VSM in the case of non-semantically similar terms: If
sim(i, j) = 0 ∀i 6= j then Eq. 5 approximates Eq. 2 (the two
formulae become identical except the normalization factors).
In this case, the similarity between two documents is com-
puted as a function of weight similarities between identical
terms.

Expanding and re-weighting is fast for queries (queries are
short in most cases specifying only a few terms) but not for
documents with many terms. The method suggests expan-
sion of the query only. However, the similarity function will
take into account the relationships between all semantically
similar terms in the document and in the query (something
that VSM cannot do).

The expansion step attempts to automate the manual
or semi-automatic query re-formulation process based on
feedback information from the user [18]. The proposed
method of query expansion and term re-weighting resem-
bles also approaches which attempt to improve the query
with terms which are obtained from a similarity thesaurus
(e.g., based on term to term relationships [12, 9]) which is
usually extracted by automatic or semi-automatic corpus
analysis (global analysis). A thesaurus would not only add
new terms to SSRM but also reveal new relationships not
existing in Wordnet. This approach is expensive in time and
also depends on the corpus.

Our proposed approach is independent of the corpus and
works by discovering term associations based on their con-
ceptual similarity in WordNet (or in a lexical ontology spe-
cific to the application domain at hand), it is faster and



more intuitive. The proposed query expansion scheme is
also complementary to methods which expand the query
with co-occurrent terms (e.g., ”railway”, ”station”) in re-
trieved documents [1] (local analysis). Expansion with co-
occurrent terms (the same as a thesaurus like expansion) can
be introduced as additional expansion step in the method.
Finally, SSRM needs to be extended to work with phrases
in addition to single word terms [7].

4. WEB RETRIEVAL SYSTEM
The proposed method has been evaluated using a proto-

type retrieval system for images in Web pages [26]. The
system is available on the Web 9. Fig. 4 illustrates the ar-
chitecture of the system. The system consists of several
modules, the most important of them being the following:

Collection Analysis

Answers

Image
Query

Query Processing

Query Method

Crawler

WordNet

WWW

Index
Text

Storage

Document
Database

Image Analysis

Text Analysis

Query

Figure 4: Web System Architecture.

Crawler module: Implemented based upon Larbin 10, the
crawler assembled locally a collection of 1,5 million
pages with images. The crawler started its recursive
visit of the Web from a set of 14,000 pages which is
assembled from the answers of Google image search 11

to 20 queries on various topics (e.g., topics related to
Linux and software products). The crawler worked
recursively in breadth-first order and visited pages up
to a depth of 5 links from each origin.

Collection Analysis module: The content of crawled
pages is analyzed. Text, images, link information (for-
ward links) and information for pages that belong to
the same site is extracted. For each image, its text
description is extracted.

Storage module: Implements storage structures and in-
dices providing fast access to Web pages and informa-
tion extracted from them (i.e., text, image descriptions
and link information).

Query Processing module: Queries are issued by key-
words or free text.

The database is implemented in BerkeleyDB 12. Two in-
verted files implement the connectivity server [2] and provide
fast access to linkage information between pages (backward
and forward links). Two inverted files associate terms with
their intra and inter document frequencies and allow for fast
computation of term vectors.

9http://www.ece.tuc.gr/intellisearch
10http://larbin.sourceforge.net
11http://www.google.com/imghp
12http://www.sleepycat.com

The system is designed to support queries by image con-
tent for logo and trademark images on the Web. As it is
typical in the literature [22], the problem of image retrieval
on the Web is treated as one of text retrieval as follows:
Images are described by text surrounding the images in the
Web pages (i.e., captions, alternate text, image file names,
page title). These descriptions are syntactically analyzed
and reduced into vectors of stemmed terms (nouns) which
are matched against the queries.

In [26] the system supported retrievals using only VSM.
In this work the system is extended to support retrievals
using our proposed Semantic Similarity Retrieval Model in
addition to VSM. The user is prompted at the interface to
select the desired retrieval method.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the first part of this section we present results on the

evaluation of the similarity methods described in Sec. 2. The
second part presents results obtained from the application of
SSRM to the problem of information retrieval on the Web.

5.1 Evaluation of Semantic Similarity Meth-
ods

In the following we present a comparative evaluation of
various semantic similarity methods. In accordance with
previous research, we evaluated the results obtained by
applying the semantic similarity methods of Sec. 2 and
by correlating their similarity scores with the scores ob-
tained by human judgments in the experiment by Miller
and Charles [10]: 38 undergraduate students were given 30
pairs of nouns and were asked to rate the similarity of each
pair on a scale from 0 (not similar) through 4 (perfect syn-
onymy). The average rating of each pair represents a good
estimate of how similar the two words are. The similarity
values obtained by all competitive computational methods
(all senses of the first term are compared with all senses of
the second term) are correlated with the average scores ob-
tained by the humans. In this experiment, we implemented
several similarity measures reported in the literature and
compared the computed similarity scores for the same terms
as in Miller and Charles with the human relevance results
reported there. The higher the correlation of a method the
better the method is (i.e., the more it approaches the results
of human judgements).

Table 1 shows the correlation obtained by each method.
Jiang and Conrath [3] suggested removing one of the pairs
from the evaluation. This increased the correlation of their
method to 0.87. The method by Li et. al. [5] is among
the best and it is also the fastest. These results lead to the
following observations:

• All Information Content methods perform very well
and close to the upper bound suggested by Resnik [15].

• Methods that consider the positions of the terms in
the hierarchy (e.g., [5]), perform better than plain path
length methods(e.g., [13]).

• Methods exploiting the properties (i.e., structure and
information content) of the underlying hierarchy per-
form better than Hybrid and Feature based methods
(they do not fully exploit this information). How-
ever, Hybrid and feature based methods (e.g., [19])
are mainly targeted towards cross ontology similarity



Table 1: Evaluation of Edge Counting, Information
Content, Feature based and Hybrid semantic simi-
larity methods.

Method Type Correlation

Rada [13] Edge Counting 0.59
Wu [27] Edge Counting 0.74
Li [5] Edge Counting 0.82
Leacock [4] Edge Counting 0.82
Richardson [17] Edge Counting 0.63
Resnik [15] Information Content 0.79
Lin [6] Information Content 0.82
Lord [8] Information Content 0.79
Jiang [3] Information Content 0.83
Tversky [23] Feature 0.73
Rodriguez [19] Hybrid 0.71

applications where edge counting and information con-
tent methods do not apply.

5.2 Evaluation of Retrieval Methods
We choose the problem of image retrieval based on sur-

rounding text as a case study for the evaluation of the pro-
posed approach. The following methods are evaluated:

Semantic Similarity Retrieval Model (SSRM): The
proposed method. To avoid topic drift only very sim-
ilar terms are included in the expansion step: Each
query term is expanded with synonyms and semantic
similar terms with similarity greater than T = 0.9.
Semantic similarity between terms is computed by [5].

Vector Space Model (VSM) [20]: The state-of-the-art
text retrieval method. Text queries are also augmented
by synonyms.

For the evaluations, 20 queries were selected from the list
of the most frequent Google image queries 13. These are
rather short queries containing between 1 and 4 terms. The
evaluation is based on human relevance judgments by 5 hu-
man referees. Each referee evaluated a subset of 4 queries
for both methods.

To evaluate the effectiveness of each candidate method,
the following quantities are computed:

Precision that is, the percentage of relevant images re-
trieved with respect to the number of retrieved images.

Recall that is, the percentage of relevant images retrieved
with respect to the total number of relevant images
in the database. Due to the large size of the data
set, it is practically impossible to compare every query
with each database image. To compute recall, for each
query, the answers obtained by all candidate methods
are merged and this set is considered to contain the
total number of correct answers. This is a valid sam-
pling method known as “pooling method” [25]. This
method allows for relative judgements (e.g., method
A retrieves 10% more relevant answers than method
B) but does not allow for absolute judgements (e.g.,
method A retrieved 10% of the total relevant answers).

13http://images.google.com

Each method is represented by a precision-recall curve.
Each query retrieves the best 50 answers and each point on
a curve is the average precision and recall over 20 queries.
Precision and recall values are computed from each answer
set after each answer (from 1 to 50) and therefore, each plot
contains exactly 50 points. The top-left point of a preci-
sion/recall curve corresponds to the precision/recall values
for the best answer or best match while, the bottom right
point corresponds to the precision/recall values for the entire
answer set. A method is better than another if it achieves
better precision and recall.
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Fig. 5.2 indicates that SSRM is far more effective than
VSM achieving up to 30% better precision and up to 20%
better recall. A closer look into the results reveals that
the efficiency of SSRM is mostly due to the contribution
of non-identical but semantically similar terms. VSM (like
most classical retrieval models relying on lexicographic term
matching) ignore this information.

6. CONCLUSIONS
We experimented with several semantic similarity meth-

ods for computing the conceptual similarity between natural
language terms using WordNet. The experimental results
indicate that it is possible for these methods to approxi-
mate algorithmically the human notion of similarity reach-
ing correlation up to 83%. Based on this observation, we
demonstrated that it is possible to exploit this information
(as embedded in taxonomic ontologies and captured algo-
rithmically by semantic similarity methods) for improving
the performance of retrievals on the Web. For this purpose,
the Semantic Similarity Retrieval Model (SSRM), a novel
document retrieval model that incorporates conceptual sim-
ilarity into its retrieval mechanism is proposed and evaluated
as part of this work. SSRM can work in conjunction with
any taxonomic ontology (e.g., application specific ontolo-
gies). The evaluation demonstrated very promising perfor-
mance improvements over the Vector Space Model (VSM),
the state-of-the-art document retrieval method.

Future work includes experimentation with more data sets
(e.g., TREC, Medline) and ontologies (e.g., the MeSH on-
tology of medical terms) and experimentation with more



application domains (e.g., document clustering, document
searching in P2P systems). SSRM can also be extended to
work with compound terms (phrases) and terms with dif-
ferent part of speech (in addition to single word nouns),
more term relationships in WordNet (in addition to the Is-
A relationships) and with terms and term relationships not
existing in WordNet (e.g., obtained from a thesaurus). Also,
more elaborate query expansion methods (e.g., methods for
specifying thresholds for query expansion) need to be inves-
tigated.
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